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JET SKI SAFARI - BARBAN,
ISTRIA
Dare to go on an adventure with the latest Jet Ski vessels and
discover the magical bay of Raš. Get to know the charms of
Istria in a completely unique and different way with a guided
excursion by the sea

Price

JET SKI Safari - 45 min.

JET SKI Safari - 90 min.

JET SKI Special Tour - 180 min.

From Barban, Istra:: Jet Ski
Safari
Draguzeti 32
52207 Barban
Croatia

T: 00385 91 476 1111

Information

BRIEF DESCRIPTION:
Name: Jet Ski Safari
Duration of the excursion / tour / activity:: 1 to 5 hours
The product best describes the term: Outdoor and adventure
Product includes: sightseeing of nature / natural beauties, adrenaline /
extreme sports, adventure facilities, photo safari, coast tour, beach / bay
visit, guided tour
Brief description of the excursion/tour and highlights:
Dare to go on an adventure with the latest Jet Ski vessels and discover the
magical bay of Raš. Get to know the charms of Istria in a completely unique
and different way with a guided excursion by the sea

Schedule

EXCURSION / TOUR /
ACTIVITY DATES
01.05. - 30.09.

PLACE AND TIME OF
DEPARTURE
Draguzeti 32. Barban - vrijeme
polaska po dogovoru

PLACE AND TIME OF ARRIVAL
Draguzeti 32. Barban
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Information

DESCRIPTION:
Organized guided tour with a start in the beautiful Raš Bay and a tour of the eastern coast of Istria
The possibility of choosing a program lasting: 45, 90 and 180 minutes

Tired of crowded beaches, city crowds and unbearable summer heat? Get to know Istria in a totally different
way. Dare on the adventure of a lifetime and join us on a guided Jet Ski trip starting in the Raška Bay, visit
numerous untouched beaches and fill up with a dose of adrenaline :)
We have prepared for you 5 brand new JET SKI boats of the Sea Doo GTI brand that will delight all new and
existing drivers of such boats. The vessels are equipped with a state-of-the-art GPS system that completely
prevents the possibility of collisions within the group and, if necessary, has full GPS control by the guide,
which has raised the safety scale to the highest level.
In our offer you can find programs lasting 45, 90 or 180 minutes, choose your perfect program and join us on
an unforgettable adventure. In the program lasting 45 minutes you will get to know the vessels and a short
briefing about the program itself, after which we will set off on a field trip. We sail through the Raška bay to
Duga uvala, where we take a short break, then return to the other side and have the opportunity to get to
know the beautiful Raška bay.
The 90-minute program offers you a trip to Duga uvala and after that we will sail to one of the most beautiful
hidden and inaccessible beaches in Istria called Vošćice, where guests will have the opportunity to swim in
the crystal clear sea. After swimming, we return to the starting location in Raklje and enjoy the view and
surroundings.
Our longest Jet Ski SPECIAL TOUR program, lasting 180 minutes, offers a trip to the south of Istria and will
introduce you to the hidden beauties of the east coast, we sail all the way to the bay of Budava, known for its
former military port, while now one of the most famous Croatian fish farms is located there , Cromaris. The
next stop is Rt Marlera, where there is a lighthouse, and from there we sail to one of the most beautiful
coves in Vošćica, where we take a break for swimming and a break from driving. After swimming, we
continue riding the waves along the East Coast of Istria and beautiful beaches, and finally we return to the
Raška Bay. This route leaves all visitors breathless because in those 180 minutes you can see the most
beautiful coves of the east coast of Istria, which is why it is one of the MUST SEE attractions.

*Note: the holding of the Jet Ski Special tour depends on the weather and sea conditions, please contact our
staff who will provide you with detailed and accurate information.


